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SRM Dojo Overview
What is SRM Dojo?

SRM Dojo is a tool that manages not only your suppliers but your internal procurement team
too. Looking past the traditional focus on savings to also include risk mitigation, improved
visibility, delivery of innovation and simplified internal processes.

Our Supplier Relationship Management module helps you to create a central supplier
database, allowing you to log calls, meetings and activities as well as tracking your own
strategic procurement objectives. This enables you and your stakeholders to focus on the
goals that matter to your business.

This guide is designed to help Superhosts get their SRM account fully set up before making
it available to their internal users.

Setting up your SRM Dojo Account

Getting Started

The Superhost of any Market Dojo account will have the ability to switch on the SRM module
for their company. To do this, go to ‘SRM’ at the top of your screen. Clicking on the
‘Generate Data for Me’ button will bring the data for all existing eSourcing, SIM and
Contracts participants into your SRM account.

Figure 2.1 - Generating SRM Data

SRM Settings
Overview

Once your SRM account has been activated, before you give access to other internal users,
you should update your account settings. These can be found in your Admin section under
‘SRM Settings’. Your SRM account is customisable in order to ensure that the data captured
is appropriate for your business.
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SRM Dashboard Settings

SRM Dojo has been designed to make managing your suppliers easy. To help you access
any other websites that you need in order to conduct your supplier activities, we’ve made it
possible to link up to 5 website addresses as shortcuts that will show at the top of all pages
within the SRM module. URLs can be added to take users to sites both inside and outside
the Market Dojo platform.

SRM Activity Settings

So that you can effectively manage your activities in line with your own company processes,
we’ve made it possible to customise the activity types that will be available to your users
when creating an activity against a supplier company or individual. Just add as many activity
types as you need and choose a default option if there’s one activity that your team will be
using more regularly.

In addition to setting activity types that are relevant for your business, we’ve also provided
the option to assign priorities that are in line with how you manage your tasks. As default,
users will see “Low”, “Medium”, “High” and “Critical” options, but these can be amended or
removed and others added as necessary.

Figure 2.2 - Activity Priorities

License

To access your SRM account, a user must be assigned an SRM licence. All organisations
are given an allowance of three free licences, whilst any additional ones are chargeable.

Licences can be allocated to relevant users within the SRM Settings. The number of free
and / or paid licences available to assign is clearly shown at the top of the licences section.
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Any paid licences will have an expiry date attached whilst the three free licences are
ongoing.

Please note that only the account’s Superhost will have the ability to make changes to
licensing and only a limited number of changes may be made to your licenced users each
day.

Figure 2.3 - Licensing

Custom Fields

Custom fields allow you to attach important information to a supplier’s record. This may be
data required for reporting purposes or just key details that need to be considered when
managing your suppliers. Custom fields can be attached purely to SRM records or, for
customers using our onboarding tool, can be pulled directly from the SIM Dojo settings.

Each custom field is assigned a type (such as “text”, “numeric” or “date”) and where
necessary, you will be required to add the possible options that should be available (e.g. for
“multiple choice” fields). Fields can be marked as “Required” if they are mandatory. Custom
fields will only be shown as an option to apply to a supplier’s record if they are marked as
“active”. If a field is no longer needed, the “active” box can be unticked to hide it from your
users. To show a SIM Dojo custom field within your SRM module, select the “Link Custom
Field” checkbox.

Figure 2.4 - Custom Fields

Linking SIM Questions

For SIM Dojo customers, we’ve made it possible to link specific onboarding question
responses to a supplier’s record. This means that all the essential information you’ve
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collected as part of your onboarding process can be clearly recorded within your SRM
module, to ensure the most important details are stored in one location.

Tags

Tags are used for segmenting your supplier base. This feature allows you to add a number
of categories and identify any tags you would like to apply in relation to each category. Any
tags you add here will be searchable in your supplier list and can be used to help you filter
into relevant groups. Tags can be SRM-only or pulled from your SIM Dojo category list.
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